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INTRODUCTION

"Soap opera is like sex outside marriage: many have tried it,
but most are ashamed of being caught" (Buckman, 1984, p.1).

This

humorous statement accurately reflects the wide discrepancy
between the attitudes and the behavior of the American people
regarding daytime soap operas.

Although soap operas are among the

most disdained and ridiculed forms of television, they are also
among the most watched, with more viewers on any given weekday
than any other television genre (Allen, 1995) .

This irony is

further enhanced by the fact that soap operas are the most
economically successful advertising vehicles ever created in the
area of mass media (Allen, 1995).

Granted, soap operas are both

popular and profitable, but why do they appeal so strongly to
female audiences?
The purpose of this paper is to explain why women find
contemporary television soap operas so enjoyable to consume.

The

primary methodology that is utilized to accomplish this purpose is
a structural analysis of the eleven characteristics of soap opera
proposed by communication cultural analyst Mary Ellen Brown
(1994).

To support this analysis, examples are taken from a

currently airing television soap opera, "All My Children," which
can be seen daily at noon on ABC.

Implications for further study

of the soap opera genre are then discussed.

First, however, a
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brief history of soap opera and several of its contemporary
definitions are offered.

HISTORY OF THE SOAP OPERA GENRE

In the 1920s, before the advent of television, listening to
the radio was a primary form of entertainment for women as they
performed their household tasks during the day (Buckman, 1984 ;
Hagedorn, 1995).

Because successful radio broadcasting depended

on delivering a large, regular audience to the sponsors who
purchased radio advertising time, networks began designing their
daytime programming especially for women.

The result was the

radio serial narrative, aired for the first time in 1928 (Buckman,
1984; Hagedorn, 1995).

This new form of programming involved a

continuing, relationship-oriented story told daily in 15 to 30
minute segments~ with periodic messages from the advertising
sponsor (Buckman, 1984).

Specifically, the serials and their

sponsors emphasized three overall themes that were expected to
inherently appeal to the nature of women: the woman alone,
problems of marriage, and family relationships (Frentz, 1987).
Radio sponsors recognized that women were the primary buyers of
household goods, and they hoped that by creating appealing
programs for women they would simultaneously instill loyalty to
their products (Brown, 1994; Buckman, 1984).
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The popularity of the radio serial increased rapidly in the
decades after its initial creation.

By 1940, the 64 serials on

network radio accounted for over 90% of all sponsored programs
broadcast during the daytime hours (Allen, 1995; Hagedorn, 1995).
As expected, women in the home environment constituted a large
percentage of listeners.

This tremendous popularity of radio

serials sparked a series of studies in the 1940s to discover why
women listened so loyally and with such enthusiasm (Allen, 1995;
Brown, 1994).
This research attacked the world of serial radio on three
grounds.

First, fans were depicted as lonely, isolated housewives

who listened to compensate for" ... some deficiency - whether
emotional, psychological, social, relational, or some combination
of them all" (Allen, 1995, p.6).

Second, the content of the radio

serials was described as unclean and morally harmful to listeners
(Allen, 1995).

Finally, in a time when women's activities were

trivialized simply because of their association with women,
researchers devalued the soap opera genre by their insistence that
women were the only serial radio fans.
Although these findings were soon revealed to be stereotypes
rather than facts, this derogatory view of the soap opera genre
persisted throughout the 1950s, as the radio serials ceased
broadcasting and entirely new serials were developed for
television (Allen, 1995; Buckman, 1984).

By 1960, when the last
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radio serial left the air waves, the phrase "soap opera" still
carried a negative connotation but referred exclusively to daytime
television programs (Buckman, 1984).

Origins and Ironies of the Phrase "Soap Opera"
Although the person who first coined the phrase "soap opera"
is unknown, the use of the word "soap" can be explained by the
fact that soap manufacturers, namely Procter and Gamble, were the
primary sponsors of many daytime radio serials (Allen, 1995;
Brown, 1994; Buckman, 1984; Frentz, 1987; Hagedorn, 1995) .
Although probably unintentional, employing the word "soap" to
describe daytime television serials is extremely ironic on
numerous levels of interpretation.

First, while "soap" carries a

connotation of cleanliness, many people claim that soap operas are
about "dirt" - dirty secrets, dirty scandals, and dirty sins
(Allen, 1995; Derry, 1992).

Furthermore, every few minutes the

"dirty" plots of soap operas are interrupted by commercials
advertising various cleaning products for the individual and the
household (Derry, 1992).

Finally, the actual act of watching soap

operas generates the "dirty" art of gossip, a style of
communication traditionally regarded as unclean and trashy (Allen,
1995).
The word "trashy" is not only used in reference to the gossip
generated by soap operas but is also frequently employed to
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describe and devalue the entire soap opera genre.

According to

Brown (1994), "trash" suggests "that which ought to be
discarded ... cheapness, shoddiness, the overflow of the capitalist
commodity system ... a superficial glitter designed to appeal to
those whose tastes are ill-formed ... '' (p.115).

Describing the

world of soap opera as "trashy," therefore, clearly devalues and
puts down both the soap operas themselves and the women who watch
them.

Despite this obvious negative connotation, the word "trash"

can have a different meaning for subordinate groups who take
pleasure in activities regarded by the popular culture as trashy
(Brown, 1994).

Furthermore, most of this enjoyment stems from the

knowledge of that subordinate group that they and their activities
are devalued by the dominant value system (Brown, 1990, 1994).
When applied to soap operas, this means that some of the pleasure
of viewership stems from the fact that dominant masculine culture
disapproves of the genre (Brown, 1990, 1994).
The roots of the word "opera" are less clear than those of
the word "soap" and have generated considerably less discussion
among scholars.

Buckman (1984) speculates that the term

originated either from the melodramatic nature of the serial
program or from the brief musical jingles that were heard
throughout each radio serial episode.

Allen (1995) and television

theorist Charles Derry (1992), however, believe the word "opera"
was intended to be ironic, in that opera is a highly artistic
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expression of human experience, while daytime radio and television
is not commonly viewed as a form of art.

Given the irony

surrounding use of the word "soap," the latter explanation seems
most plausible.

Contemporary Definitions of Soap Opera
Regardless of where the title of the genre came from, Derry
(1992) points out that, unlike the category labels given to other
forms of television, such as "westerns" and "quiz shows," the name
"soap opera" reveals little about the characteristics of the
programs it encompasse s.

Derry ( 1992) humorously proposes that

"Incest, Bigamy, and Fatal Diseas e " would be a more fitting title
for the genre because it more accurately reflects the co ntent of
the programs than the phra se "s oap opera" does .
What exactly are soap opera s and how do they differ from
other television genres?

Scholars seem unable to agree on an

answer to this question.

According to Laura Stempel Mumford

(1995), an independent scholar of the media and women's culture,
scholars should attempt not to generate a universal definition of
soap opera but instead to recognize and understand why the genre
is so difficult to define.

She states that the lack of an

adequate theory of television as a whole is extremely problematic
because those specifically interested in soap opera need an
overall theoretical framework to guide their ideas.

Developing
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such a framework would require the creation of rigid genre
categories, which is difficult because the boundaries between
television genres are fluid and constantly changing.

Furthermore,

defining soap opera in terms of its function for viewers, as many
scholars do, is limiting because many television genres overlap in
the purposes they serve (Mumford, 1995).
Nonetheless, Mumford (1995) identifies some primary
characteristics of soap operas by offering her own definition of
the genre, not for universal application but in order to clarify
her own ideas: "A soap opera is a continuing fictional dramatic
television program, presented in multiple serial installments each
week, through a narrative composed of interlocking storylines that
focus on the relationship within a specific community of
characters" (p.18 ).
Brown (1994), however, asserts that definitions such as the
one proposed by Mumford are problematic because they could be true
of almost any given televi sion genre and, therefore, fail to
adequately capture what makes soap opera unique .

In order to

differentiate soap operas from other forms of television, an
analysis of soap opera's narrative structure and an understanding
of the psychol ogical relatio ns hip between viewers and this
narrative is necessary (Brown, 1994).

To achieve this

understanding, Brown (1994) conducted numerous interviews with
women soap opera viewers and specifically asked them how they
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would define the soap opera genre.

As a result of this research

and her own observations, she proposes that daytime soap operas
are notable for the following characteristics:
a. the centrality of female characters;
b. the characterization of female characters as powerful,
often in the world outside the home;
c. multiple characters and plots as well as multiple points
of view;
d. the portrayal of many of the male characters as
"sensiti v e" men;
e. emphasis on problem solving, and intimate conversation in
which dialogue carries the weight of the plot;
f. plots that hinge on relationships between people,
particularly family and romantic relationships;
g. the home, or some other place that functions as a home
(often a hospital), as the setting for the show;
h. concerns of nondominant groups being taken seriously;
i. use of time that parallels actual time and implies that
the action continues to take place whether we watch or
not;
j. serial form that resists narrative closure (never-

endingness);
k. abrupt segmentation between parts without cause and
effect relationships between segments.

(p.48-49)
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Both Brown (1994) and media analyst John Fiske (1987) assert that
each of these characteristics is strongly associated with feminine
values and culture, implying that soap operas should, by design,
be most popular among women .

WOMEN AS SOAP OPERA VIEWERS AND "GENDERED TELEVISION"

Are women, in fact, the primary viewers of daytime telev i sion
soap operas?

No consistent statistics exist regarding the

demographics of televis i on soap opera a u d i ences because many
people watch irregularly and because the number of people who
either cease or begin watching each week is virtual l y impossible
to measure (Buc kman , 1984) .

Nev e rtheless, evidence consistently

suggests that the majority of soap opera viewers have been and
cont inu e to b e

women between the ag es of 18 and 35 (Allen, 1995;

Frentz, 1987).

I t has be e n e s ti mat ed that ov er ha l f of a ll U.S.

women livi ng i n h omes with tele vi sion set s "keep up" with at least
one so ap o pe ra (Allen , 1 995).
v i ewe rs of soap opera s .

Women a r e not , howe ve r , the o nl y

Acc ording t o c o mmun ic at ion scho l a r

Suzanne Fren t z (1987):
While i t is well do c umented t h a t t h e largest percentage
of the daytime serial drama audience is women of childbearing age , it is al so known that men , and elderly and
college age people of both se x es represent significant
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portions of the audience numbers.

(p.153)

In addition, a 1988 study by Mediamark Research of New York City
(as cited in Brown, 1994) reports that 30% of the soap opera
audience is male.

Despite this, the misconception that only women

watch soap operas is still widely believed (Brown, 1994).
Although research has established that soap opera is not
consumed entirely by women, the fact that women do comprise the
majority of the genre's audience is significant and should not be
ignored.

The question of why soap opera seems to be more

appealing to women than to men has only recently been addressed by
scholars, primarily b ec ause soap operas were not taken seriously
in communication and cultural studies until the early 1980s
(Allen , 1995) .
Fiske (1987 ) begins his ex planation of soap opera's strong
appeal to women by pointing out that , overall, " ... different
programs are designed (usually fairly successfully) to attract
different audiences" (p.179).

He further asserts that this

creation of programs especially for specific audiences results in
the classification of television viewers into broad and often
stereotypical categories.

One major categorization strategy is to

divide television viewers into masculine and feminine subjects, a
phenomenon which Fiske (1987) refers to as "gendered television"
(p . 179).

Simply put, the concept of gendered television suggests

that some television programs are meant for women while others are
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intended for men.

Gendered television originated in the 1950s,

when sport and news shows were created for men, cooking and
fashion shows for women, and educational and cartoon shows for
children (Fiske, 1987).

Since then, however, the boundaries

between masculine and feminine television programs are less clear
because television's techniques for gendering its audience have
grown increasingly sophisticated.

Today, gendered television

exists in the form of the masculine and feminine television
narrative (Brown, 1994; Fiske, 1987).
A television narrative is best described as the collection of
strategies a television program uses to tell the story of the plot
to the viewers (Fiske, 1987).

For example, some programs utilize

dialogue while others rely on physical action.

Other strategy

variables include the number, age, and sex of characters and the
degree of continuat i on from episode to episode .

While diff e rent

television programs often employ similar narrative strategies ,
each tele v isio n genr e usuall y ha s a un i que na r rati ve st i le tha t i s
distinct from other genres .

Ac c ord ing to Brown ( 199 4 ) and Fis ke

(1987 ) , men an d wome n di ff e r in t he k ind s of te levis i on narrative
styles or s t orytelling methods they respond to and enjoy wa tchin g.
They further maintain that the storytelling s tr a tegies used by
soap operas are extremely enjoyable for women to consume, and that
the soap opera genre is the ultimate feminine narrative.

To

understand why this is true, an in-depth analysis of the eleven
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characteristics of soap opera proposed by Brown (1994) is
necessary.

ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOAP OPERA

The centrality of female characters
The fact that female characters are central in soap operas
has an obvious appeal to women viewers because, put simply, women
are more likely to be interested in and to identify with the lives
of other women (Brown, 1994).

For example, "All My Children"

episodes regularly revolve around the life of Erica Kane, a
character who has been central to this soap opera since it first
aired over twenty years ago.

Although some other television

programs also emphasize female characters, the soap opera's focus
on women is numerically unique because the number of female
characters on the average hour-long soap opera is consistently
equal to or greater than the number of male characters (Brunsdon,
1995) .

This fact is highly significant when one learns that most

television shows, in general, feature two men for every woman
(Brunsdon, 1995 ).
Female characters as powerful, often in a world outside the home
Soap operas not onl y f a vo r women n umer i ca ll y , they a ls o
present female characters as powe rful individuals.

Although the

empowerment of women also occurs in other television genre s.
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Brown (1994) argues that these other genres empower women only on
an occasional basis and more frequently engage in the "symbolic
annihilation'' of women and women's issues.

Symbolic annihilation

involves portraying women in the mass media in generic and
stereotypical roles, presenting them in relation to men, and
devaluing their concerns and activities (Brown, 1994).

To support

her claim, Brown (1994) points out that recent content analysis
studies of prime-time television programming have revealed that
women are not only outnumbered by men, but also" ... that women are
usually younger than men, more likely to be minor characters, more
likely to be victims of violent crimes, and more likely to be
married and to hold less powerful positions than men" (p.49).
Because these trends are not true of the soap opera genr e,
soap operas provide women with an appealing alternative to the
symbolic annih il ation so c o mmon in prime-time tele v i si on programs.
"Women and men in the soap operas are pro ba bly more equa l than i n
any other form of art or drama o r in any area of real lif e"
(Lopate , a s cited in Fiske , 1987, p . 186 ) .

Soap opera v i e wing,

therefore , allows wo men t o see t hemselv es n o t a s minor charact ers
in r e lat io n to men bu t ins te ad as powerful, i nd e pendent
ind i vidua l s f un c tio n i ng i n an atmo sp here tha t i s cl os e r to tr u e
equality t han any other th e y have seen or pe rs o na lly ex per i en c e d .
Al t hou g h soap o pe r as u se a va riety o f too l s to pr e se nt women
as powerful, four characterization strategies are frequently
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employed.

First, female characters on soap operas often have

socially prestigious careers outside the home environment.
According to Derry (1992), "Although many critics have objected to
soap opera's depiction of women's roles as mother, daughter, and
housewife, the fact remains that soap opera depicts more women and
careers than any other genre" (p.460 ) . Common professions for soap
opera women on "All My Ch i ldren" include doctor (Maria Santos),
corporate executive (Liza Colby), police officer (Taylor Canon)
and business entrepreneur (Hayley Vaughn).

Although viewers

rarely see female characters actually engaging in their work due
to the genre's focus on interpersonal relationships, viewers are
nonetheless constantly aware of the careers of soap opera women
and the powerful status those careers convey (Brown, 1994).
Furthermore, soap operas frequently empower female characters by
presenting them as capable of successfully balancing their
traditionally male-dominated profess io n s with their r o les as wives
and mothers (Brown, 1994).

For e x amp le, on "All My Children" the

character of Brooke English is portrayed as both a successful
maga z ine editor and as a devoted s i ng l e mother .
A second strateg y employed by so ap op e ras to empower women
involve s the p o s itiv e p o rt r aya l a nd th e continual v a lid atio n of
female sexualit y.

Acco rdi ng to F isk e (19 8 7 ) , traditional

patriarc hy p rese n ts fem a l e sexuality as se co ndar y t o the sexuality
of the male, whose primar y g o al s are the possession of the female
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body and the achievement of climax.

Soap operas, unlike the

majority of prime-time television programs, reject this
patriarchal view of sexuality by emphasizing the feminine
aesthetics of seduction and emotion (Fiske, 1987).

"A woman's

sexuality does not, in soap opera, result in her objectification
for the male.

Rather it is a source of pleasure in a

relationship, or means of her empowerment in a patriarchal world"
(Fiske, 1987, p.187).
Soap opera women usually have a multitude of sexual liaisons
over a given period of time, and the source of pleasure in these
sexual encounters is presented as the relationship between the
involved parties rather than the physical bodies (Fiske, 1987).
For example, sexual scenes on "All My Children" focus on the faces
of and the dialogue between the people, not the actual physical
acts.

Furthermore, female characters in soap operas frequently

(and ofte~ successfully) use sex as a weapon to control men,
primarily through pregnancy and the attribution of paternity
(Fiske, 1987; Mumford, 1995).

An example of this is "All My

Children" character Taylor Cano n, who attempted to build a
relationship with Noah Kiefer by pretending to be pregnant with
his child.
The third and fourth strategies emp l o yed to crea te powerful
soap opera women invo lve the development of two specific character
types: the villainess and the matriarch.

The villainess,
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also known as "the bitch," is characterized by her ab i lity to turn
traditionally devalued feminine characteristics into a source of
power and control (Brown , 1994; Fiske, 1987).

"She uses pregnancy

(real or alleged) as a weapon, she uses her insight into people to
manipulate them , and she uses her se x uality for her own ends , not
for masculine pleasure.
(Fiske, 1987, p.190).

She reverses male and female roles ... "
"All My Children" character Kendall Hart

embodied this prototype as she manipulated Erica Kane and her
family to obtain financial security.

Although the villainess is

clearly intended by soap operas to be perceived as a "bad girl,"
research has revealed that this cha racter type has strong appeal
to women soap opera viewers (Brown, 1994; Seiter, 1987, as cited
in Fiske, 1987).

Specif i cal l y, women expressed admiration for and

pleasure in watching the villainess resist the patriarchal
restraints of soci ety.
A fourth s trategy utilized by soap operas to create powe r ful
wome n is t he e x istence of the ma triarch, a character type who is
r epr e sent e d at le ast onc e on nearly every television soap op e ra
(Buckma n, 1984) .

Typi c al l y ab ov e the ag e o f 50 and o ften s e en

without male c ompanionship , the ma triarch conveys s tatus and
influence based on her long history as a memb e r of a p owerful
fam i l y o r a pre sti giou s soc ial c ir cle .

Matri a rches from "Al l My

Childre n " in c lud e th e chara c ters of Mo n a Ty l er and Phoebe
Wallingf o r d .

Acc ordi ng t o Brown ( 1994), t h e f a ct t ha t

soap o per as
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because other television genres commonly portray women above the
age of 50 as helpless and dependent.

By presenting older women as

competent and as valued members of the community, soap operas
" ... provide for women a fictjonal position only rarely available
in the mass media" (Brown, 1994, p.51).
Multiple characters and plots as well as multiple points of view
A distinguishing feature of daytime soap operas is their use
of a large, interrelated community that typically consists of
between 30 and 40 regularly appearing characters (Allen, 1995;
Buckman, 1984) .

Indirectly involved with this core group of

individuals are a dozen or more characters who have moved away,
become ill, been incarcerated or instituti o nalized, or are
presumed dead ( Allen, 1995) .

Th e intera c tio n s be tween this large

group of pe ople create multiple, intertwined plots that do not
emphasize one " main " char c1c ter or group o f characters but instead
divide attention more equally among the entire character community
(Brown , 1994) .

Brow~ (1994) states that this lack of a well-

d efined main c haract er ma kes soap operas unique becau se "mo st
narrativ e fonns in ou:::- cu lt ure ... a2.-~· ·.::o n struc ted s o that an
audien ce member Ki ll identi f y v-i t h a partic ula r cha racter, usually
a h er .:) wl: os e feeli n g :=- ,rnd :r1c i;h ts t~:-:. ~udie:-::'2 ::ha r e s " '.r - ~1) .
Strong id entification ~-~t t one cha~ac ter d oes n e t occur amon g soap
opera viewers bec ause, stated simp ly, no pr o t ago nist e~ists with
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whom to identify (Brown, 1994).
The absence of such a protagonist or protagonist group and
the subsequent emphasis of the entire community of characters
creates a unique narrative form that is attractive to women
viewers.

According to Brown (1994), " .. it prevents the hierarchy

of characters present when there are only a few well-rounded main
characters whose discourse is given more weight than that of minor
or secondary characters" (p.52).

This means that no character is

"better" than any other and that characters are portrayed neither
as completely good/right nor completely bad/wrong.

This aspect of

soap operas is consistent with feminine culture because research
has demonstrated that women tend to downplay hierarchical
structures by emphasizing the group over the individual (Brown,
1994; Fiske, 1987).

Furthermore, evidence has shown that women

perceive the world not in absolute categorie s of right and wrong
but rather in subtle shades of gray (Brown, 1994; Fiske, 1987).
Soap opera's use of multiple plots is also appealing to women
because it allows a variety of topics to be introdu ced and
explored from a variety of points of v iew ( Alle n , 1995; Brown,
1994; Fiske, 1987 ) .

Soap opera s explore all sides of plot

problems, especially controversial and "progressi ve " subjects such
as abortion, homosexuality, and interracial rel ationshi ps.

To

present numerous points of v iew, soap o peras present characters
who have varying opinions, reaction s, and experiences regarding
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these plot problems and social issues.

As Fiske (1987) states:

The viewer of soap opera is never allowed a stable
reading position: no sooner has she understood and
empathized with one character's reaction to an event
than the focus changes ~ nd she is required to shift
her experiential knowledge to that embodied by another.
All sides of an issue can be explored and evaluated
from a variety of social points of view, and, in contrast to the masculine narrative ... no point of view ...
is given clear hierarchical precedence over any other.
(p.194-5)
An example of this presentation of multiple points of view is
currently found on "All My Children" in a plot involving the
teenage mother Kelsey and the couple who is in the process of
adopting her baby, Edmund Grey and Maria Santos.

After giving

birth to a baby that was conceived by accident, Kelsey's decision
to give her son to Edmund and Maria seemed to be an an ideal
arrangement because Kels e y felt too young to be a mother and
because Maria biologically cannot have children.

After seeing her

baby actually living with Edumund and Maria, however, Kelsey began
to have second thoughts.

Although she does not feel she can

practically provide care for her baby, Kelsey cannot overcome her
feelings of emptiness and jealousy.

Throughout this pregnancy and

ad option plot, the audienc e sees both Ke l s ey' s pa in and the
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frustration and anxiety of Edmund and Maria.

Viewers see neither

"side" as completely right nor completely wrong because both
parties have believable and justifiable points of view.

The

audience can simultaneously empathize with Kelsey's sense of
regret and with Edmund and Maria's strong desire for a child.
Soap opera's use of numerous characters, plots, and points of
view is consistent with women's culture in several ways (Brown,
1994; Fiske, 1987) .

First, the multiple characters and points of

view present on soap operas are equivalent to the multiple roles
of wife, mother, and individual that a woman simultaneously plays
in the context of the patriarchal family (Fiske, 1987).

In

addition, the multiple and cyclical nature of soap opera plots
represents the numerous and rep e titious tasks that form the
domestic work routine frequently imposed on housewi ves (Fiske,
1987).

Portraying many of the male characters as "sensitive men"
"Wome n' s view of masculini ty , as ev iden c ed in s oap o peras,
differs markedly from that produced from the masculine audience"
(Fiske, 1987, p.186).

Fi ske (1987) supports this statement by

pointing o ut that most television genres reinf orce the ideals of
traditiona l masculinity by re warding male characters whc are
assertiv e, goal-directed, and " ma cho. "
are p os itive l y c o ~st~ u cte d as h er oes .

In this way, ma sculine men
In soap o pera s , h owev e r ,

males who di splay tr a dit ional masculine qualit ie s are frequent ly
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devalued and portrayed as evil, not as heroic.

For example, the

character of Mr. Santos on "All My Children" is presented to
viewers as villainous and as an ineffective parent because he has
poor communication skills, is unable to compromise, rarely
expresses emotion and affection, and frequently displays a
volatile temper.

If these kinds of characteristics are

unfavorable fo r males to posses s , then what qualities do soap
operas present as positive and valuable in men?
Brown (1994) states that "good" men on soap operas are
"sensitive men," or men who embody "many of the cultural
characteristics of the social construction of women" (p.54).

The

sensitive man is empathetic, caring, nurturi ng, verbal about his
emotions, and a vali dating listener (Brown, 1994; Fiske, 1987).
Although he rarely expresses his masculinity through direct
action, he remains consistent, decisive, and quietly str ong
(Fiske, 1987).

"All My Children" features numerous sensitive men,

including the characters of Edmund Grey, Stuart Chandler, Matt
Santos, and Pierce Riley.

The presence of such male characters on

soap operas produces a " softer, " more femi nine ideal o f
masculinity that is more attra:ti ve to women viewers than the
traditional one offere d by other television genres (Fiske , 1987).
Furthermore, s ensitive men appeal to women because they foster the
more egalitarian gender r oles and relat ionships character istic of
soap operas (Fiske , 1987).
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Emphasis on problem-solving and intimate conversation in which
dialogue carries the weight of the plot

Soap operas strongly emphasize the process of problem-solving
because their plots revolve around the efforts of characters to
remedy and perfect their interpersonal relationships (Brown, 1994;
Derry, 1995).

Furthermore , characters who have the ability to

solve problems in their own relationships and in the relationships
of others are presented as positive and valuable (Brown, 1994).
An example of this is the character of Maria Santos on "All My
Children."

Maria is portrayed as an independent, competent, and

caring individual.

Interestingly, the majority of her time is

spent either managing the problems of her own marriage or offering
advice to her younger siblings, Matt, Julia, and Anita, about the
problems of their romantic relationships.

According to Brown

(1994), the fact that soap operas value the ability to manage
relationship difficulties is attractive to female audiences
because women's focus on maintaining effective relationships is
often devalued in our society.

In addition, research has

demonstrated that women tend to p a y mo re attention to
interpersonal conflict than men.

Specifically, when compared to

men, wome n e x press mor e anx iet y over r elationship problems and are
wi lling to expend more time and effort to correct them (Brunsdon,
1995) .
Be s ides the i r emphasis on i n t e r personal pr oblem-solving, s oap
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operas also revolve around talk, namely women's talk (Brown,
1994).

Content analysis studies of several currently airing soap

operas have revealed that they consist of approximately 90%
dialogue and 10% action (Allen, 1995).

Furthermore, the subject

of this abundant amount of conversation usually involves the
intimate details of the personal lives and relationships of the
residents of the soap opera community.

Derry (1995) humorously

states that soap opera characters talk only about themselves and
about other characters primarily because they lack other
activities to occupy their time:
Soap opera characters do not read books; they do not go
to movies; they do not talk about politics; they tend
not to have hobbies; they tend not to watch television;
and, except for weddings and funerals, they tend not to
go to church - in short, when you put them in a room together, they have nothing to talk about except whether
or not they are happy (p.459).
This heavy use of dialogue is consistent with female culture in
that both women and soap operas emphasize talking as an enjoyable
process rather than a necessary activity used to obtain a desired
outcome (Brown, 1994).

Specifically, women tend to view talking

not as functional communication . tool, as men do, but instead as a
pleasurable activity that is rewarding in itself (Brown, 1994).
Soap opera's reliance on dialogue results in the television
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camera's focus on the faces and the facial expressions of
characters (Fiske, 1987).

In a typical scene on "All My

Children," the camera moves back and forth between the faces of
the involved parties and ends with a close-up facial shot that
lingers on the screen for several moments after the dialogue has
ceased (Brown, 1994; Fiske, 1987).

According to Fiske (1987),

the facial close-ups found on soap operas constitute a feminine
aesthetic because women are more skillful at the art of "reading
people'' and at deciphering all types of facial expressions.
Furthermore, facial expressions ''are the means of exercising the
feminine ability to understand the gap between what is meant and
what is said" (Fiske, 1987, p.183).

Plots hinge on relationships between people, particularly
family and romantic relationships
"Relationships between people are the essence of soap opera
plots" (Brown, 1994, p.55).

Content analysis research reveals

that the kind of relationship that receives the most attention on
soap operas is heterosexual romance, with various family
relationships a close second (Brown, 1994).

The emphasis on

romantic relationships between people reflects society's
expectation of eventual marriage for women (Brown, 1994).

The

emphasis on family is not surprising, given the fact that almost
every currently airing soap operas was built on and still relies
upo n the existence of one or more large, extended family networlts.
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For example, "All My Children" revolves around the Martin and the
Santos families, beginning with older generations and continuing
down to children and grandchildren.

Soap opera's emphasis on

relationships is consistent with women's culture, given the fact
that "the public world of wars, morality, rules, money, and
competition are constructed as masculine, whereas family and
relational matters are assigned to the culture of women" (Brown,
1994, p.55).
The home, or some other place that functions as a home (often
a hospital), as the setting for the show
Virtually all soap operas take place within the context of a
specific town or city (Brown, 1994; Derry, 1995).

For example,

the events on "All My Children" occur primarily in the community
of Pine Valley.

Soap opera cities are usually portrayed as

"Anytown, U.S.A.," meaning that they are designed to resemble a
typical middle-sized community that could be found almost anywhere
throughout the country (Derry, 1995).

Although characters and

plots may come and go, the particular city a soap opera revolves
around remains constant over time .

Furthermore, Derry (1995)

states, "The stability of the usual setting c ontrasts with the
turbulence of the characters' personal lives" (p.450).
Within the soap opera city, the plots advance in several
recurring locations , the mo st common of these being the pri v ate
home (Brown, 1994).

The private home functions as the setting for
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a character's most personal obsessions, ambitions, dreams, and
sexual activities, all of which inevitably affect and transform
the entire soap opera community (Derry, 1995).

For example, on

"All My Children," the home shared by Edmund Grey, Maria Santos,
Dimitri Marek, and Erica Kane is frequently the site of personal
discussions, emotional revelations, deceptive eavesdropping, and
sexual relationships that often have implications for other
characters .

Although the camera has traditionally emphasized the

home locale by featuring the parlor or the living room, the focus
on the bedroom has recently increased (Derry, 1995).
According to Brown (1994) , the home as the primary soap opera
setting relates and appeals to women for numerous reasons.
the home is a historically familiar place for women.

First,

Until recent

decades, women were frequently confined to the home arena while
their hu sbands and/or male relatives pursued activities in the
public sphere to prov ide for them.

Second, the home is culturally

constructed as a posit i v e place for women.

With the exception of

thos e affected by domestic v i o lence, the home is percei ved as a
source of shelt er , saf et y , and comf o rt for wo men.

Thir d, dominant

culture views the home as the area of feminine expertise.
Specifically, th e home is the plac e o f rituals participated in a nd
controlled by women, suet as parties, holidays, and children ' s
activities.

For these home-centered e vents, wo me n make the

decisions and their knowledge is va lued.

Finally, the so ap opera
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home environment represses and minimizes the domestic work routine
that so often characterizes women's day-to-day lives .
In addition to the private home, several other locations are
frequent component s o f soap ope r a settings .

These include the

hospital, the court room, the newspaper office, the television
studio, the restaurant, and the night club (Derry, 1995).

For

example, on "All My Childr e n," events often take place at Pine
Valley Hospital, at the Pine Valley police station and jail, at
the Tempo magazine office, and at the television set for the
program "The Cutting Edge . "

All of these alternate locations are

similar to the private home setting in that they are indoors and
allow many characters to interact and converse wit h each other
(Derry, 1995).
Concerns of nondominant groups are taken seriously

Nondominant groups are indiv i duals who s e value s , activities,
and identities are not embraced by popular culture (Brown, 1994).
Because thi s definition is loose and highly s ubjecti v e, Brown
(1994) states that whether or not individuals actuall y are me mbers
of a nond ominant group is often s eco ndary to whet he r or no t
individuals perceive thems e lv es a s such.

In other words, view ing

oneself as belonging to a nondominant gro up r e legate s one t o
nondominant status, even if one' s b e lief i s inaccurate (Br own ,
1994).

With thi s phenome no n in mind, nondorninant groups often

include but are no t limited to the following: racial and ethn i c
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minorities, homosexuals, the elderly, the homeless, the poor,
victims of violent crimes, and individuals with the HIV/AIDS
virus.
Soap operas emphasize the concerns of nondominant groups by
featuring nondominant characters and/or groups of characters who
are usually absent from other television genres (Brown, 1994;
Fiske, 1987).

Furthermore, while nondominant groups are often

represented in prime-time television with "token" characters who
merely exist and do not affect the plot, soap operas frequently
employ members of nondominant groups as central charact e rs (Brown,
1994).

Examples of these trends are abundant on "All My

Children," which currently features a homeless shelter and a
formerly homeless teenager (Laura Kirk), a homosexual teacher
struggling for his job and for societal accepta nc e (Michael
Delaney), a large Hispanic family (the Santos characters), and
several central African American characters (Noah Ki e fer, Derek
Frye, Taylor Canon).
How does the at t ention given t o n ondomi n ant groups by s8ap
operas appeal to female audiences?

According to Brown (1994),

women, especially o lder wo men, o ften p e rceive themsel v es as
nondominant in relation to men and car., therefore, relate to other
groups with such a status.

Because most prime-time programming

engages in the symbolic annihilation of women and of other
nondominant groups, women logically enjoy a television genre which
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emphasizes their concerns and the concerns of others like them
(Brown, 1994).

In addition, soap operas' focus on nondominant

groups often leads to controversial plots which allow women to see
traditionally subordinated groups struggling to gain equality from
those in power (Brown, 1994; Fiske, 1987) .

According to Fiske

(1987), women can relate to this struggle and find it highly
enjoyable to watch.

"The dominant ideology is inscribed in the

status quo, and soap operas offer their subordinated women viewers
the pleasure of seeing this status quo in a constant state of
disruption" (Fiske, 1987, p.181).
Use of time parallels actual time and implies that the
action continues to take place whether we watch or not

Soap operas utilize time in a manner that is distinctly
different from other television genres (Brown , 1994; Derry, 1995).
What makes time on s oap operas so unique?

According to Derry

(1995), soap operas employ a combination cf three comp lex and
often contradictory time sc~emes th at create an unu sual sense of
reality.
First, soa;: operaE frequer.tly use "landmark time," w:i.ere!)y
the plots of soap operas parallel the events of real life (Derry,
1995) .

Landmark time usually oc c~ rs during holida y seasons so

that the soap opera community celebrates Thanksgiving, Christmas,
Independence Day, etc. along with the real world.

For example,

the December 31, 1995, episode of "All My Children" revolved
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around a large New Year's Eve party that many of the central
characters attended.

Second, soap operas utilize a schedule of

"extended time," whereby one day of soap opera events can be
extended into a week or more of television episodes or vice versa
(Derry, 1995).

This time schedule recently occurred on "All My

Children" when Julia Santos was held captive in a dilapidated
apartment by the character of Louie Greco.

Although Julia was

actually held hostage for several weeks, her time in captivity
was shown on over a month of television episodes.

Finally, soap

operas employ "idiosyncratic time," which involves the advancing
or slowing of the passage of time not for the entire soap opera
community but instead for specific characters for the purpose of
plot devel opment (De rry, 1995).

Examples of this phenomenon

include a soap oper a woman who conceives in December and gives
birth in March and th e miraculous growth of ch ildren into
adolescents in only a few years.

Specifically, on "All My

Childr en ," Kel s ey' s p:::- egna ncy and de l ive ry took far l es s than nine
months even though she supposedly carried her baby the full term.
Br own (1994) sta te s that the fact that soap ope r a time o ften
parallels actual time provides ferr. a le audiences with a sense of
continuous, ongoing pleasure and enhances the believability of
soap opera characters and their lives.

She states :

Time on serial dramas seems to continue even though the
audience is not present.

The illusion one gets in watching
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soap operas is that each group of characters continues to
interact with each other even after the cameras and
microphones are off.

This is one of the reasons that it is

so easy to pretend that th e ch aracters are actual people.
(p.58 )
Brown (1994) fu rt her argues that ti me on soap operas constitutes a
feminine aesthetic because it focuses on viewing as a enjoyable
process in itself rather than as a means to ach ieve a sing le
pleasurabl e end.

In addition, the fact that characters seem real

allows women to "keep up" with the characters' lives just as they
"keep up" with the lives of their friends (Br own, 1994).

Serial form resists narrative closure (never-endingness)
"Where as traditional li t er ary nar r a tives have a beginnin g,
middl e and end , s o ap operas consist o f a n ever-expanding middle"
(Brown, 1990, p.1 86).

Thi s never-endi ng ness stems f rcm the f ac t

that soap o p e ra s are members of a l ar ger c ategory o f media
pr o duct s J:no·.-:n as s e ri al narrativ e.::.

.!-.1 l e!l ( 19 9 5) defines z.

serial nar rati v e az '' . .. n o t mer c : y a narr ati v e ttat has been

the r eading , li s t ening, er v 1ew1 n ; ;r o cess .

F~rthermo re, that

i nte rruption is c o ntroll e d ~Y the produc e r or distributor o f the
narrativ e , not by the reader" ( p.1).

In o ther words, soap o peras

are storie s n arrated to v i e wers i n segments.

The producers o f

soap operas determine not only how and when the narration of the
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plot starts and stops, but also how and when the viewer's
engagement of the text starts and stops (Allen, 1995; Brown,
1994).
The primary cons equ e n ce c f s oap opera's serial f o rm is that
it is an open narrative, meaning that a single point of plot
closure does not e x ist (Allen, 1995; Brown, 1994; Fiske, 1987).
"A soap opera narrative strand has no clima x to close it off, no
point at which it is seen to have finished . .. no s o lutions ar e
final, smooth patches are never free from the sen s e of impending
disasters" (Fiske, 1987, p.182-3).

Practi ca :ly s peaking, this

means that no soap opera episode will ever be the o ne in which all
individual and community problems a r e s o l v ed and ev eryone lives
happily ever after (Allen, 1995 ).

This feature of soap operas is

more readily understo o d ~ h en p lac e d in opposition to a non-serial
closed narrative, such a s th e trad::i o nal murder mystery.

Murder

mysteri e s i n vo lve a sin~l e p rot a g on ist o r group of protagonists, a
linear pl o tlin e that is goal-directe d , and a final moment of
narr a ti ve c l os u r e whe n t h e mu r de~e r is r evea led and r ea de r / v i ewe r
satisfacti o n is achie ve d (Allen, 1994; Fiske , 19 8 7).

So ap operas,

in c ont r a st, hav e n o cl e a r prot a g o n i s t s , hav e 2y:l : c 2l pl o : l ine s,
and lack a final clima x (Allen, 1995; Brown, 1994; Fiske , 1987) .
A s e cond a ry consequence of so ap opera' s o p en fo r m a nd n ever endingness is that it is a relatively poor vehicle f o r
transmitting concrete id e ological me ssages t o viewers (Allen,
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1995; Fiske, 1987).

Because no final point of resolution exists,

viewers are not searching for a message or moral to the story in
the same way they do during a non-serial closed program (Allen,
1995).

As previously mentioned, lack of narrati ve closure allows

soap oper a writ e r E a nd pr odu cer s to raise numerous potentially
controversial sub je cts wit hout having to make any commitment to
thei r c ont i nu a n ce 'Allen

1995) .

Although Brown (1994) ag r e es tha t soap ope r as a re poor a gent s
of def init e value messages, she nevertheless argues that soap
operas are a prime e ;~ample o f "hegemony," or the i nc 8 rporation of
current mainstream va lues into the majority of the soap opera
t e xt.

She asserts that wh i l e s oap ope ras don't intr oduce

comple te ly new val ue s , th ey do mi rr o r both the c u rrent ideology
and the questioning o f its assumptions.

An examp le of the

phenomenon o f hegemony at wort ir. " Al l My Children" is stor yline
o f Mi cha e l Delane y ' s at t e mpt to retain his high scho o l t eachi ng
j o b despit e th e f act that he is op e ~ about his homosexuality i n

ti s ~lass~ oom .

~he domi~ a nt ic e o : o gy st ate s that ho ~o sexuality is

deviant a ~d puni shable.

"All My Childrc." re flect s this po int of

v ie w with its p r ese n tati on : f ~~~ e ~ous ~b a r a ~t e rs who opp ose
!'1 i c hae 1 a t al 1 co2 t? . i n~ L ,dir;;;
"All My Children" al s o refl ect s

1,.

L.}' C·

However,
questioni~g o f the dominant

homo sexuality perspective through the pr e sentation o f cha racters
who sympathize with Micha el and help him fight t o keep hi s job.
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Besides allowing for the exploration of various topics,
another practical purposes of the soap opera genre's lack of
narrative closure is to secure a solid audience for future
episodes.

Allen (1995 ) notes:

Each episo d e ends with some degree of narrative
indeterminacy: a plot question that will not be
answered until the next episode.

In the U.S.,

where daytime serials are broadcast Monday through
Friday, the greatest indet e r minacy i s left wi th the
viewer at the end of the Frida y episode , enc o uraging
her ... to tu ~e i n ne xt time on Monday.

(p.17)

Examples of these plot "cliff-h ang e rs" prominent o n Friday
episodes can be f o und on eve ry c urr e n t ly airing soap o pera.

On

" All My Children ," f or example, a recent Frid a y episode concluded
wit h an imag e of th e b o d y o f Julia San to s in a b o x waiting for
transpo rt from Jamaica to the Unite d States, ca~sing viewers to
wo nder if sh e was a ctually dead ~nd, if n o t, if h e r friends and
famil y c o u ld sav e her bef o re she s uff o cated.

:he sJ ap c p er a g e nr s ' = s e ri 2 l f or m a n ~ l a ck o f narr a t iv e
closure is c o nsist e nt with women's c~lture.

Fiske (1987) stat es

that on s e a ~ c peras, th e o ut cc me cf t h e ; : o t is r e : a ti v € ly
unimp o rtant ant o ften n o t ~~kno~ n.

What is import a ~t is the

process the ch a ract e rs go through, n e t the end re su lt .
be interpreted as:

':'hi s can

.~5

<

... an articulation of a specific feminine definition
of desire and pleasure that is contras te d wi th t he
masculine pleasur e of the final success.

The emphasis

on the process rathe r than the p r od uc t , on pleasure a s
ongoing and cyclical rath

ih Rn

cl~ mac tic and fina l ,

is constitutiv e o f a fem i ni ne s ubjec ti vi ty in so far
a s it opp oses masc ul i ne pleasure and rewards . (Fiske ,
19 87 , p.1 8 3 )

Abrupt segmentation between parts without cause and effect
relationships between segments
The typical daytime soap ope r a e p isode c onsists o f a se ri es
of scenes that is presen ted t o t he audi e nce in a non-sequential
order (Derry , 19 95 ).

Spe c i f i c a ll y , the camer a f ocuses on o n e

scene f or t wo t o fiv e minu t e s and t h e n ab ruptly s witches to a new
se tting and g roup of cha r acte r s with no app ar e nt relation ship
between the ad jaceD t s c en e s (Brown , 1 994; Derry, 1995 ).

Ex ampl e s

of this t e nd e n c y a re abundant on every currently a iring soap
op er a.

Specifically , a recent episode of " Al l My Children " began

with a heated dis c ussion b etwee n Tad Ma rtin, Liza Co l by, and Adam
Chandler a tele vision st u dio a nd then abruptly moved to a
roman +·
... ic enco unter between Noah Kiefer and Julia Santos in a small
hu t on th e island c f Jamaica.

Both the ch a racters and l ocations

featured in these s cenes are compl e t e ly unr e lated .
According to Brown (19 9 4) , this ab r upt s e gmenta ti o n between
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scenes constitutes a feminine aesthetic in two ways.

First, the

camera's continual motion from place to place parallels women's
back-and-forth movements from task to task as they carry out their
housework (Brown, 1994 ).

Furthermore, just as scenes are never

fully complete and ar e a l ways ret ur ne d t o by the camer a , women's
household duties never truly end.

Second, the soap opera genre's

abrupt scene chang e s reflects the tr a ditional female style of
communication, which is non - linea r and involves jumping around
from t o pic t o top ic ( Br own, 1994).

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Th e pre v iou s s tr uctur a l an a l ysis of Ma ry Ellen Brown ' s
chara cteristi cs o ~ contempo rary day t ime soap operas illustrates
how the genr e has been cons tru cted to appeal to fem ale audien ces .
Whil e other s cholars have described soap op era ' s th eoret ic al
f eminine charac te ris ti cs in brie f , this disc ussion is u nique
because it pr ov id e s a mor e in-depth lo o k at the soap ope~ a g e nre
as we ll a s some concrete examples fro m a currently air ing soap
ope r a.

Furthe rmore , thi s p aper pro vides a starting point f or

those see kin g t o expand o n th e analysi s c f an y one o f Brown's
propo sed soap o pera char a ct e riEtics .
A l o g ic al extension o f the structur al an al ysi s o f the soap
oper a genr e is t o ana lyz e the wo men who comp ose its pri mary
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audience.

Specifically, scholars could explore how women consume

soap operas, what knowledge and skills they gain from watching,
and what purposes soap opera viewership serves in the real world.
Brown (1990, 1994) has investigated these and other related issues
and subsequently asserts that a primary function of soap operas is
to generate social interaction among women .

Specifically, she

states that soap operas are clo se ly related to women's oral
culture in that their form and structure facilitates the art of
gossip and verbal spe c ulation (Brown , 1990 ).
Allen (1995) agree s that the content o f soap operas easily
generates dialogue among viewers.

"Perhaps more th an any other

form of tel evis ion, soap operas encourag e v iewers to extend the
pleas ur e of watching t c the pl easu res of talking about what they
watc h" {Allen, 1995, p. 4).

F iske ( 1987) labels the talk among

women that is generat ed by s oap operas a s " the tertiary te xt ,"
whi ch he formally defines as any oral or ~ritte n text that v i ewe rs
construct th emselves out o f t h ei~ resp onses to th e origina l
t e le vision narr ative.

So a p opera tertiary texts, therefore ,

include n ot only women ' s gossi p a~cut characters and ~ l ot s ~u t
also letters written t o soap opera actors and actre ss e s ,
prod ucers , wri ters, and rna; ~z in e s

(Brown, 1994; F iz~e , 1987).

Clea rl y, the subject of so ap ope ras and women 's oral culture
is a gr ow ing a re a o f interest that h a s yet to be ful~ y e~ plored.
Thi s paper provides a f oundat i cE

.t: ,-.. -

.1. .J -

su::h topics to be examine d .
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Although many scholars have touched on the structural attraction
of soap operas for female audiences, only Brown (1990, 1994) and
Fiske (1987) have devoted significant attention to the purposes
soap operas serve for women in the real world, namely social
interaction.

But, as Allen (1995) frequently points out, the area

of soap opera scholarship is so new and unexplored that future
work is promising .
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